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Part A - User Documentation Flow Theory Model 
1 Introduction 
This document is intended for use by individuals who wish t o  use the 
Traffic model developed on the Sun386i workstation. The model is an extension 
of that developed by D.J.G. Ford on the IBM PC. 
The first section deals with an outline discussion of the traffic flow theory 
used in the model. The second section demonstrates how to define a model for 
input into the program. The third section clarifies the arrangement of the 
graphics output on the screen. The next section explains some of the internal 
assumptions used in the model. The following section explains the form and 
content of the logging information collected by the model. The remaining two 
sections constitute a general discussion on the model, namely its restrictions and 
possible enhancements. 
Other documentation which may be useful include: 
o Outline Specification for a Queue Management Computer 
Model, S.D. Clark, 07/11/90; 
o A Graphical Model to Illustrate Queue Management 
Techniques at Signalised Junctions within Saturated 
Traffic Networks, D.J.G. Ford; 
2 Model S~ecification 
The program models traffic flow through a one-way signalised network of 
multi-laned links. The arrangement of the network may be one-dimensional 
( Linear ) or two-dimensional ( Grid ). Each junction in the network may have up 
to four approaches/exits, labelled North, South, East and West. 
Traffic within the network behaves according to hydrodynamic traffic flow 
theory, using a linear ( Greenshield ) speed-density relationship. This theory 
provides us with : 
The density of traffic at input approaches; 
The speed of blocks of traffic; 
The speed of a shock wave between traffic; 
The speed of queue stopping waves; 
The speed of queue starting waves; 
The density of traffic leaving a queue; 
Traffic in the model is represented by blocks of traffic of a certain length of 
a given density. These blocks of traffic may merge with others or form queues of 








































